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WHY UINTA?

We provide all the tools you require for a successful 

customer pitch, aligning your product, target price, 

and experience with your unique needs.

YOUR BAG EXPERTS

Our in-house team of product designers blend their 

expertise in retail-feel bags with trend analysis and 

a deep understanding of diverse materials, including 

eco-friendly alternatives.

$

FEE FREE

Zero set up costs, because we believe in a 

hassle-free process. Enjoy free mockups, initial

samples, and design time at no cost to you.
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What is
Uinta?
We are the experts in bags and accessories — 
with a design team that is on point with trends, 
designs, and creativity.

SCAN TO VISIT 
US ONLINE

Why 
Customers 
Love Us.
Since it’s inception, Uinta Design has forged valuable partnerships 

with exceptional distributors, enabling us to collaborate on projects 

with brands such as Peloton, Mr. Beast, Dude Perfect, Urban Outfitters, 

HOKA, and many others.

These collaborations have propelled our brand to new heights, 

showcasing our ability to deliver top-notch products and services. 

With options for every occasion and budget, our goal is to simplify 

the process of designing and manufacturing custom accessories.
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Discover an extensive selection of custom 

bags at lightning speed.  

We offer a wide variety of unique silhouettes, 

materials and colors that give customers a 

custom bag in the timeframe they need it.

Simply provide us with your customer’s logo 

to bring their vision to life. 

Tyvek Tote & Pouch
FT.TTP.BL
Sprint Cinch
FT.SC.SL
Everyday Duffel
FT.ED.GY
Crescent Bag
FT.CB.TR
Getaway Puff Bag
FT.GPSN.DT

3-4 WEEK TIMELINE

SCAN TO VIEW ALL 
FAST-TRACK 
SILHOUETTES

Fast-Track
Bags
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True Blue Tyvek Tote
FT.TTP.TB
Lime Green Tyvek Tote
FT.TTP.LG
Blue Tyvek Tote
FT.TTP.BL

3-4
week 
timeline

SCAN TO VIEW ALL 
FAST-TRACK 
SILHOUETTES

Request Mockup

Choose your item, color, material, quantity, 

and provide your logo.

Approve for Production

Review and approve the digital proof we

send you.

Delivery 

We produce your bags and deliver them 

to you via airfrieght (3-4 week production 

and shipping) or boat (8-10 week production 

and shipping).

1

2

3

FAST-TRACK PROCESS

Sprint Cinch
FT.SC.SF

Eggplant 
Crescent Bag
FT.CB.EP

Olive 
Crescent Bag
FT.CB.OL

Cream 
Crescent Bag
FT.CB.CE
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Bringing a dream bag to life is possible. 

In fact, it’s what we specialize in.

Select one of our popular silhouettes to customize, 

or send us inspiration images to get started. 

Our team of product designers is your team of 

product designers.

Need some bag inspiration? 

Check out our website to browse through our 

recent custom work.

SCAN TO VIEW
CUSTOM CATALOG

WE MEAN IT, 
GO FULLY CUSTOM
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SCAN TO LEARN MORE

Mockup Request

Begin by sharing your design concepts or opt for one of our initial silhouettes as a starting point. 

Provide any specific material or design preferences, as well as details on the required quantity and timeline. 

Additionally, ensure you send us your brand guidelines and a vectored logo.

Sample Approval

Evaluate your personalized mockup and provided estimate pricing with your clients.

Choose an item for sampling, and expect to recieve your sample within 3-4 weeks. 

You can make any necessary adjustments, request a second-round sample, or proceed directly to production.

Production & Shipping

Production on average takes 45-60 days. We ship by either airfreight (with a shipping time of 1-2 weeks) or by 

boat (with a shipping time of 4-5 weeks).

1

2

3

CUSTOM PROCESS

Make 
your bag 
dreams a 
reality.
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SCAN TO LEARN MORE

We are committed to adding new, unique, and sustainable materials as options 

for our distributors. We pride ourselves on using suppliers and manufacturers that 

actively source phthalate, lead, and cadmium-free materials.

We prioritize quality and safety by conducting thorough third-party testing upon 

request, especially from trusted sources in Asia, to verify compliance with 

international standards and regulations.

Our factories are GCL certified and conform to the Global Recycled Standard 

(version 4.0).

We regularly asses our processes and explore new innovations and practices that 

align with our values. By staying up-to-date with the latest advancements in 

sustainable design and manufacturing, we aim to lead by example and inspire 

positive change in our industry.

Incorporating 
SUSTAINABILITY 

Our commitment to the planet

Our selection of products made from 100%  eco-friendly 

materials is always growing.

Choose materials made from recycled water bottles, coffee 

beans, cork, natural cotton, and other sustainable materials.

Materials offered
Our staple selection of eco materials;

More available upon request.

PROP 65
COMPLIANT

GCL
CERTIFIED

GLOBAL
RECYCLED
STANDARD

THIRD PARTY
TESTING
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To view all information

please visit our website:

uintadesign.com

ASI #92416

PPAI #811477

SAGE #52850


